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As a teacher, I am constantly looking for fun ways to challenge my students to learn. I want to

engage them in educational activities in which they can play together and use their critical thinking

skills to solve problems. It was the inspiration behind this collection of over 100 of the best riddles.

In order to make the activity fun and challenging for all levels, I have provided clues for every riddle.

Whether you are eight or eighty years old, playing by yourself or with friends and family, I know that

you will have many hours of fun solving them. Please also check out the newly released The Best

Riddles in the World Volume 2 with clever riddles that are like vitamins for your brain. Get both

copies now and double the fun.
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The book had a great mix of riddles, from easy to challenging. There are several additional clues on

the more challenging ones so generally we could figure them out. (Or at least they made sense after

the solution was revealed.) This has been fun at family events from ages 8_80.

Took this book on a 10 hour road trip with a car full of middle school girls (6 of them!) They took

turns reading the riddles out loud to each other and (as of this writing) will still bring them up when

they get together three weeks later. Very appropriate, never vulgar jokes. Just tough enough that

the girls had to think hard to come up with the answers. Very witty, not impossible jokes.

Outstanding value for the money.

An actual riddle book- thoughtful and good for all ages. Isn't riddled with knock-knock jokes and



corniness that other "riddle books" usually contain

This book was full of interesting riddles and even helpful hints to assist in guessing. I would have

given it a higher rating, but their wasn't as much content as I would have liked. Wish this book had

double the riddles.

Highly recommend for all ages. The puzzles keep one's interest focused.

Ordered this for my son. We were looking for a real riddle book for quite a while and this one he

loves! There are so many great riddles in it, I highly recommend this book for everyone who loves

riddles.

I am a substitute teacher and I keep this in my bag of tricks! Kids love the riddles.

This books gets lots of smiles from our son. He's 7, and loves to unravel riddles and puzzles. This

book was perfectly timed to keep him entertained for hours, and is appropriate for his developmental

level.
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